Using atomic force microscopy imaging and nanoindentation measurements, we 27 investigated the effect of the minor capsid proteins pUL17 and pUL25 on the structural 28 stability of the icosahedral Herpes Simplex Virus capsids. pUL17 and pUL25 that form 29 the capsid vertex-specific component (CVSC) particularly contributed to the capsid 30 resilience along the 5-fold and 2-fold, but not along the 3-fold icosahedral axes. Our 31 detailed analyses, including quantitative mass spectrometry on the protein composition 32 of the capsids, revealed that pUL17 and pUL25 are both required to stabilize the capsid 33 shells at the vertices. This indicates that herpesviruses withstand the internal pressure 34 that is generated during DNA genome packaging by locally reinforcing the mechanical 35 sturdiness of the vertices, the most stressed part of the capsids. 36 37 Importance 38
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In this study the structural, material properties of Herpes Simplex Virus type 1 were 39 investigated. The capsid of Herpes Simplex Virus is built up of a variety of proteins and 40 we scrutinized the influence of two of these proteins on the stability of the capsid. For 41 this we used a scanning force microscope that makes detailed, topographic images of the 42 particles and that is able to perform mechanical deformation measurements. Using this 43 approach we revealed that both studied proteins play an essential role in viral stability. 44
These new insights support us to form a complete view on viral structure and could 45 furthermore possibly not only help to develop specific anti-virals, but also to build 46 protein shells with improved stability for drug delivery purposes. 47 3
Main Text 48
Herpes Simplex Virus type 1 (HSV-1) is an important human pathogen that causes a 49 variety of diseases ranging from common cold sores to life threating encephalitis (1) (2) (3) . 50
Herpesvirus particles are enveloped virions with T = 16 icosahedral capsids harboring 51 the dsDNA genomes. After synthesis and nuclear import of the capsid proteins, they 52 initially assemble into rather spherical immature procapsids (4, 5) . Upon proteolytic 53 cleavage of the internal scaffold, consisting mostly of the protein VP22a, these 54 procapsids mature into three icosahedral capsid types (6-9). B-type capsids have failed 55 to expel the protein scaffold, A-type capsids are considered to have aborted DNA 56 packaging and lack both DNA and the internal scaffold, and C-type capsids, also called 57 nucleocapsids, result from successfully replacing the internal protein scaffold with the 58 152 kb dsDNA genome of HSV-1. C capsids then leave the nucleus and undergo 59 secondary envelopment in the cytoplasm to generate mature, infectious, enveloped 60 virions (10, 11). Recent nanoindentation experiments using atomic force microscopy 61 (AFM) have revealed remarkable insights on the mechanical basis of HSV1 genome 62 packaging and capsid maturation (12) (13) (14) . 63
64
In AFM-nanoindentation experiments, viral capsids are deposited on a glass surface, 65 imaged by AFM, and subsequently indented to probe the mechanical resilience of the 66 particle (15, 16) . Such AFM studies have revealed how the structural stability of capsids 67 depends on environmental conditions, packaged genome length, and the protein 68 composition of the particle (17-23). Moreover, it has been shown that the mechanical 69 resilience of viral capsids is directly related to (i) local conformational dynamics (Minute 70
Virus of Mice) (24), (ii) the virus's infectivity (HIV-1) (25), and (iii) the particle's 71 propensity for efficient uncoating (Adenovirus) (26, 27) . 72 4 In the case of HSV-1 capsids, we have shown that scaffold expulsion and genome 73 packaging result in molecular changes that strengthen the particles (12). This is 74 reflected by an increase in the threshold for the breaking force Fbreak required for 75 structural collapse. By treating HSV1 capsids with a moderate, partially denaturing 76 concentration of guanidine hydrochloride (GuHCl), the penton-fraction of the major 77 capsid protein VP5, the small capsid protein VP26 located on the tips of the VP5 hexons, 78 the scaffold protein VP22a, the minor capsid proteins pUL17 and pUL25 as well as the 79 DNA genomes are extracted (12, 28, 29) . Using such penton-less B, A, and C capsids , we 80
showed that their stiffness is reduced, indicating that the vertex proteins of HSV-1 81 capsids are especially important for the mechanical resilience of the capsids (12, 13). In 82 addition, it has been recently reported that the protein pUL25 reinforces the capsid (30). 83
The two minor capsid proteins pUL25 and pUL17 form heterodimers that are attached 84 to the capsid vertices (c.f. Fig. 1a (32)) after cell homogenization and purification on a linear 20 to 50 108 % (w/w) sucrose gradient in 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA 109 supplemented with 10 mM dithiothreitol as described before (12, 54, 55) . While during 110 WT infection B, A, and C capsids are assembled, B-and A-type capsids are formed in the 111 absence of pUL25 (32), and only B-type capsids in the absence of pUL17 (35, 38, 56) . 112 AFM imaging and nanoindentation. The capsids were deposited onto silanized glass 113 substrates and analyzed at room temperature in 50 mM Tris buffer pH 7.5, 150 mM 114 sodium chloride, by AFM imaging and nanoindentation as described in detail elsewhere 115 (12, 57, 58) . The experiments were performed with a Nanotec AFM (Tres Cantos, Spain), 116 using cantilevers with an approximate tip-radius of 15 nm and a spring constant of 0.05 117 N/m (Olympus OMCL-RC800PSA). Imaging was performed in jumping mode AFM, which 118 is a very gentle imaging mode where lateral forces are almost absent, and which is 119 therefore ideally suited to image proteinaceous assemblies such as viral caspids (59). 120
The probe velocity during nanoindentation was 60 nm/s. The data were analysed with 121 the WSxM software (Nanotec; Version 4) and a home written Labview programme (58). at 20,000 x g, and the supernatants were analyzed on a mass spectrometer (Q-Exactive 135
Plus coupled to an Agilent 1290 Infinity UHPLC system). Briefly, the peptides were 136 loaded onto the trapping column (Dr Maisch Reprosil C18, 3 μm, 2 cm × 100 μm) with a 137 flow rate of 5 μl/min for 10 min with reversed-phase solvent A, whereas peptide 138 separation was performed at a column flow rate of ~300 nl/min (Agilent Poroshell 120 139 EC-C18, 2.7 μm, 50 cm × 75 μm). Nanospray was achieved with an in-house pulled and 140 gold-coated fused silica capillary (360 µm outer diameter, 20 µm inner diameter, 10 µm 141 tip inner diameter) and an applied voltage of 1.9 kV. Full-scan MS spectra (from m/z 350 142 to 1500) were acquired in the Orbitrap with a resolution of 35,000. HCD fragmentation 143 was performed with a data dependent mode, as previously described(60). 144
Peak lists were generated (Proteome Discoverer; version 1.4, Thermo Scientific, 145 Bremen, Germany) and searched against a database containing the Human Herpes Virus 146 7 London, UK) and a mass tolerance of 50 ppm for precursor masses and ±0.05 Da for 148 fragment ions. Enzyme specificity was set to trypsin with 2 missed cleavages allowed. 149
Carbarmidomethylation of cysteines was set as fixed modification while oxidation of 150 methionine, was used as variable modification. False discovery rate was set to <1%. To 151 further filter for high quality data we used the following parameters: high confidence 152 peptide spectrum matches, minimal Mascot score of 20, minimal peptide length of 6, and 153 only unique rank 1 peptides. The mass spectrometry proteomics data have been 154 deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository with 155 the dataset identifier PXD005104(61). 156 157 158
Results
159
From AFM images taken immediately prior to the nanoindentation experiments, we 160 determined the orientation of each capsid based on its capsomer morphology and the 161 orientation of the triangular facets on the capsid surface. Figure 1b shows a projection of 162 the facets on the AFM images. UL17-and UL25-null capsids that adhered to the surface 163 in different orientations were compared to similarly oriented B-, A-and C-type capsids 164 of the WT strain. There was a marked decrease in the spring constants k of the capsids 165 from both deletion strains (Figure 2a) . 166 We then stratified these data into B, A, and C capsids, and based on our AFM images 167 further into measurements along the 2-fold, the 3-fold, or the 5-fold axes. The deposition 168 onto the 2-, 3-or 5-fold axes occurred at a ratio of 61:63:47 (Fig. 2b) . In an icosahedral 169 particle, there are 30 2-fold axes, 20 3-fold axes and 12 5-fold axes. A similar ratio of 170 deposition was determined previously using Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) capsids (62). In the 171 current study, there was roughly the same number of particles deposited on the 2-or 172 effects that slightly favor a stable deposition on a 3-fold axis over a 2-fold axis. The 175 spring constant analysis revealed that the reduction in stiffness was particularly 176 prominent for certain icosahedral orientations (Figure 2b ). Capsids that had been 177 deposited on a triangular facet of the icosahedral shell, and thus probed along the 3-fold 178 icosahedral symmetry axis of the capsid, exhibited no significant loss of stiffness for the 179 UL25-null or UL17-null mutants as compared to WT capsids. However, there was a 180 significant decrease in the stiffness of UL25-or UL17-null capsids compared to WT 181 capsids when the particle had been deposited on the edge between two facets (i.e. 2-fold 182 icosahedral symmetry axis), or deposited on a vertex (5-fold icosahedral symmetry 183 axis). 184
We then determined the protein composition of the different capsid type of the 185 wildtype and the two deletion mutants by quantitative mass spectrometry using a label-186 free approach in which the number of peptide-spectrum matches (PSM's) serve as a 187 proxy for the relative protein amounts (see Supplementary Table S1 ). We used the 188 major capsid protein VP5 (pUL19) that forms the pentons and hexons in each capsid for 189 normalization since it is considered to be present in constant amounts among different 190 capsid types (54) 
